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Abstract. In our previous article [Rad16], we investigated the asymptotic behaviour of or-
thogonal Bianchi class B perfect fluids close to the initial singularity and proved the Strong
Cosmic Censorship conjecture in this setting. In several of the statements, the case of a stiff
fluid had to be excluded. The present paper fills this gap.

We work in expansion-normalised variables introduced by Hewitt–Wainwright and find that
solutions converge, but show a convergence behaviour very different from the non-stiff case: All
solutions tend to limit points in the two-dimensional Jacobs set. A set of full measure, which
is also a countable intersection of open and dense sets in the state space, yields convergence
to a specific subset of the Jacobs set.

1. Introduction

When modelling idealised distributions of matter in General Relativity, for example in a
homogeneous model of the universe, a common choice of matter model is that of a perfect fluid,
which includes dust and radiation as specific parameter choices. The extremal parameter choice
of a stiff fluid in particular is sometimes used to model the universe at very early times. In the
present paper, we consider stiff fluids which additionally exhibit Bianchi symmetry.

Besides this exterior motive to investigate stiff fluids, the present paper serves an additional
purpose: In our earlier paper [Rad16], we have investigated the Strong Cosmic Censorship con-
jecture in certain Bianchi perfect fluid models. While our affirmative answer to the conjecture
extends to the case of a stiff fluid, many of our additional results on the asymptotic behaviour
towards the initial singularity do not. The present paper fills this gap by treating in detail the
asymptotic behaviour of stiff fluid orthogonal Bianchi class B solutions.

1.1. Bianchi stiff fluid spacetimes. We consider four-dimensional spacetimes (M, g) which
satisfy Einstein’s field equations

Rαβ −
1
2Sgαβ = Tαβ

for the stress-energy tensor of a perfect fluid
(1) Tαβ = µuαuβ + p(gαβ + uαuβ).
We assume that the pressure p and the energy density µ are related by a linear equation of
state p = (γ − 1)µ with a parameter γ ∈ [0, 2]. By setting this parameter to the extremal
value γ = 2, in other words

p = µ,

we restrict the discussion to the case of a stiff fluid.
In terms of symmetry, we assume that the spacetimes under consideration arise from initial

data with a left-invariant metric and second fundamental form, meaning that they are invariant
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under the action of a three-dimensional Lie group G. The three-dimensional Lie group G then
acts on the maximal globally hyperbolic development (M, g),

G×M →M,

and leaves the four-dimensional metric g invariant. We further assume the unit timelike vector
field u appearing in (1) to be orthogonal to the orbits of the group action, which defines non-tilted
perfect fluids.

Three-dimensional Lie groups have been investigated and classified by Bianchi in the 1900s,
and the corresponding spacetimes have inherited the name. For a historical account on the
classification of the groups, we refer the reader to [KBS+03]. Lie groups are called of class A
or B depending on whether they are unimodular or not. Each class is further separated into
several types:

• Unimodular, i. e. of Bianchi class A: types I, II, VI0, VII0, VIII, IX;
• Non-unimodular, i. e. of Bianchi class B: types IV, V, VIη, VIIη, with a parameter η ∈
R \ {0}.

For the current paper, we are interested in Lie groups of Bianchi class B. Types I and II appear
as boundary cases.

The setting of orthogonal Bianchi class B perfect fluid spacetimes, but with a general pa-
rameter γ, is what we have investigated in [Rad16]. We have shown there, in Section 11, that
we find spacetimes solving Einstein’s equations with the correct stress-energy tensor and having
the requested symmetry if we start with the Lie group G as initial data manifold, equipped
with a metric and second fundamental form invariant under its own action, together with a con-
stant µ0 such that Einstein’s constraint equations are satisfied. The maximal globally hyperbolic
development then has the form
(2)

(
I ×G, g = −dt2 + tg

)
,

with I an interval and {tg}t∈I a family of Riemannian metrics on G which are invariant under
the action of G.

Remark 1.1. Certain spacetimes where the Lie group is of Bianchi type VI−1/9 are called
’exceptional’, as Einstein’s constraint equations in these cases allow for an additional degree of
freedom in the initial data, see [Rad16, Lemma 11.13]. As the evolution equations we use in the
following do not apply in the ’exceptional’ cases, we restrict our discussion to the ’orthogonal’
setting, which denotes the remaining, ’non-exceptional’ cases. We refer to [Rad16, Rem. 11.14]
for more details on this naming.

We have found in [Rad16, Prop. 11.24] that for Bianchi class B spacetimes as in (2) other
than Minkowski or de Sitter, the lower bound of the maximal interval of existence I = (t−, t+)
is finite, t− > −∞. The focus of interest in this paper is to investigate the properties of
timeslices ({t} ×G, tg) as t tends towards the past and approaches this initial singularity.

1.2. Expansion-normalised evolution equations. In the setting described in the previous
subsection, finding the maximal globally hyperbolic development for given initial data is equiva-
lent to finding the solution curve through a given point for a specific ordinary differential equation
with constraints in R5. The five-dimensional variables and evolution equations have been intro-
duced in [HW93], and they result from an algebraic manipulation of quantities defined on each
timeslice {t} × G, followed by a normalisation with the mean curvature of the timeslice. They
are called expansion-normalised variables, and their counterpart in Bianchi class A is known as
Wainwright-Hsu variables and was first introduced in [WH89]. Equivalence between the geomet-
ric setting of finding the maximal globally hyperbolic development and the dynamical setting of
solving the five-dimensional ODE has been proven in [Rad16, Sect. 11].
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In our situation of a stress-energy tensor for a stiff fluid, the dynamical setting is the following:
For a fixed parameter κ ∈ R, the evolution equations for the variables (Σ+, Σ̃,∆, Ã, N+) are

(3)



Σ′+ = (q − 2)Σ+ − 2Ñ ,
Σ̃′ = 2(q − 2)Σ̃− 4Σ+Ã− 4∆N+,

∆′ = 2(q + Σ+ − 1)∆ + 2
(
Σ̃− Ñ

)
N+,

Ã′ = 2(q + 2Σ+)Ã,
N ′+ = (q + 2Σ+)N+ + 6∆.

In these equations, one denotes by ′ differentiation d/dτ with respect to the newly introduced
time τ which is related to the original time t via dt/dτ = 3/θ, where θ is the mean curvature of
the timeslice ({t} ×G, tg). In these evolution equations, the deceleration parameter q satisfies
(4) q = 2− 2Ã− 2Ñ ,
and one defines

(5) Ñ = 1
3
(
N2

+ − κÃ
)
.

The evolution is constrained to the subset of R5 which satisfies
(6) Σ̃Ñ −∆2 − Σ2

+Ã = 0,
as well as
(7) Σ̃ ≥ 0, Ã ≥ 0, Ñ ≥ 0, Σ2

+ + Σ̃ + Ã+ Ñ < 1.
Equations (6) and (7) are preserved by the evolution equations (3), see [Rad16, Remark 3.2].
The density parameter defined by
(8) Ω = 1− Σ2

+ − Σ̃− Ã− Ñ
satisfies Ω > 0 due to the constraints (7) and, as a consequence of the differential equations (3),
evolves according to
(9) Ω′ = (2q − 4)Ω.
This setting is a special case of the expansion-normalised variables for perfect fluid orthogonal
Bianchi class B solutions which we recall in Appendix B.

The sign of the parameter κ is used to distinguish between the different Bianchi types of
class B:

• κ < 0: Bianchi type VIη with η = 1/κ,
• κ > 0: Bianchi type VIIη with η = 1/κ,
• κ = 0: Bianchi type IV or type V.

More precisely, the different Bianchi types of class B occupy different subsets of the set defined
by equations (6)–(7), and these subsets are invariant under the evolution equations (3). For the
decomposition of the state space into different parts, we refer the reader to [Rad16]. Table 1
in this reference lists the subsets corresponding to the four Bianchi types of class B. The same
subsets also appear in the statement of Theorem 1.6 further down in the present paper. Two
Bianchi types of class A, namely type I and II, are contained in the state space as subsets in
which Ã = 0 holds, and they are given in Table 2 of [Rad16]. In these Bianchi types, the
parameter κ is of no importance. Several solutions to the evolution equations having additional
symmetry are listed in Table 3 of [Rad16].

In the present paper, we are interested in the behaviour of solution curves as τ → −∞, which
according to [Rad16, Sect. 11] is equivalent to the limit t→ t− in the maximal globally hyperbolic
development.
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1.3. Previous results. The evolution equations with constraints, equations (3)–(9), have been
introduced in [HW93] in the general case, encompassing all orthogonal Bianchi class B perfect
fluid solutions, not only the stiff fluid case. In particular, in this reference a number of equilibrium
sets are identified and investigated, where an equilibrium set denotes a set of points satisfying
the constraint equations (6)–(7) such that the right-hand side of the evolution equations (3) is
zero. For our discussion of stiff fluid solutions, the Jacobs set J is of central importance, as it
governs the asymptotic behaviour as τ → −∞.
Definition 1.2. The Jacobs set J is defined by

Σ2
+ + Σ̃ < 1, ∆ = Ã = N+ = 0.

We remark that in [HW93] the Jacobs set was denoted by D, see also Table 4 in that reference.
One easily checks that all points in J satisfy the constraint equations (6)–(7) and that the

right-hand side of the evolution equations (3) vanishes. Further, the Jacobs set J is characterised
by q = 2, which is easily deduced from the definition of q, equation (4), and the constraint
equation (6).

0 1−1

1

Σ+

Σ̃

J

Figure 1. The Jacobs set J , projected to the Σ+Σ̃-plane.

When considering the linearisation of the evolution equations (3) without constraining them
to equations (6)–(7), one can draw conclusions about the local stability. The explicit form of
this vector field is given in Appendix A, its eigenvalues are1

0 2
(

1 + Σ+ ±
√

3Σ̃
)

4(1 + Σ+) 0.

The double occurence of the eigenvalue 0 reflects the fact that J is a set of equilibrium points of
dimension two. Two of the non-zero eigenvalues are strictly positive in J , while the remaining
one, the eigenvalue 2(1 + Σ+ −

√
3Σ̃), can have either sign. We divide the Jacobs set J into

three subsets according to the sign of this eigenvalue.
Definition 1.3. The subsets J−, J 0, and J+ of the Jacobs set J are defined by

J− ..= J ∩ {(1 + Σ+)2
< 3Σ̃},

J 0 ..= J ∩ {(1 + Σ+)2 = 3Σ̃},

J+ ..= J ∩ {(1 + Σ+)2
> 3Σ̃}.

Using the signs of the eigenvalues, Hewitt–Wainwright in [HW93] identify points in J+ as local
sources and points in J− as saddles. On J 0, three eigenvalues vanish, and no statement about

1Note that there appears to be a typo in [HW93] where these eigenvalues are stated. The same typo also
occurs for the eigenvalues on the Kasner parabola. In the latter case, we have given a corrected version in [Rad16,
App A]. In both cases, the typos do however not affect the signs of the eigenvalues.
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Figure 2. Inside the Jacobs set J , the arc J 0 joins the two Taub points T1
and T2. The subsets J− (green) and J+ (orange) are situated above and below
of J 0, respectively.

the local stability can be given this way. Applying dynamical system methods, they further show
that all α-limit sets of solutions to (3)–(9) are contained in the Jacobs set J . We give a refined
proof of this last statement in Proposition 4.1.

1.4. New results: convergence behaviour at the initial singularity. The objective of the
present paper is to investigate in more detail the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to the evolu-
tion equations (3)–(9) as τ → −∞. After having determined the α-limit set in Proposition 4.1,
we strengthen this statement in Proposition 4.3: For every solution, there is exactly one α-limit
point ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J to which the solution converges as τ → −∞.

The different parts of the Jacobs set J have very different qualitative properties regarding
which and how many solutions converge to a limit point contained in them. We identify the
subset J− as unstable in the sense that only very specific solutions and limit points can occur:
All solutions which are not of Bianchi class A have limit points situated on a specific arc in J−,
and the solutions are contained in a C1 submanifold of positive codimension, see Theorem 6.4.
A similar statement holds for convergence towards the special arc J 0: Solutions of Bianchi
class B can only converge to one of at most two points on the arc J 0, see Proposition 7.1 and
Remark 7.2. The exact location of the possible Bianchi class B limit points depends on the choice
of parameter κ. This restriction to specific limit points is captured in the following proposition
which applies to convergence to J− and J 0 and is proven in Proposition 5.1.

Proposition 1.4. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J
as τ → −∞. If (1 + s )2 ≤ 3s̃, then

Ã
(
3 s2 +κs̃

)
= 0

holds along the whole solution.

We find that convergence to a limit point on the Σ+-axis imposes a restriction in a similar
fashion: If the solution is of Bianchi class B, then the only possible limit point on the axis is the
origin, see Lemma 5.13 and Remark 5.14.

Proposition 1.5. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, 0, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J
as τ → −∞. Then

Ã s = 0

holds along the whole solution.
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Considering all possible solutions to equations (3)–(9) as a whole, we find that almost all
converge to J+ and possibly some additional special points. ’Almost all’ in this setting is well-
defined both in a measure-theoretic and a topological way. This is the statement of the following
theorem, which constitutes the main result of the present paper. The proof is given in Section 8.

Theorem 1.6. The following holds for solutions to the evolution equations (3)–(9):
• Consider the set describing Bianchi type VIη, i. e. the set

B(V Iη) = {(6)− (7) hold, κ = 1/η < 0, Ã > 0}.
Then the subset of points such that the corresponding solution converges to a point in J+
or to a point in J 0 ∩ {3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃ = 0}, as τ → −∞, is of full measure and a countable
intersection of open and dense sets in B(VIη).

• Consider the set describing Bianchi type VIIη, i. e. the set

B±(V IIη) = {(6)− (7) hold, κ = 1/η > 0, Ã > 0, N+ > 0 or N+ < 0}.
Then every solution converges to a point in J+ as τ → −∞.
• Consider the set describing Bianchi type IV, i. e. the set

B±(IV ) = {(6)− (7) hold, κ = 0, Ã > 0, N+ > 0 or N+ < 0}.
Then every solution converges to a point in J+ or to a point in J ∩{Σ+ = 0} as τ → −∞.
• Consider the set describing Bianchi type V, i. e. the set

B(V ) = {(6)− (7) hold, κ = 0, Ã > 0, Σ+ = ∆ = N+ = 0}.
Then every solution converges to a point in J ∩ {Σ+ = 0} as τ → −∞.

Remark 1.7. Recall that we have excluded ’exceptional’ Bianchi type VI−1/9 spacetimes, see
Remark 1.1. As a consequence, our statement in Theorem 1.6 does not include all Bianchi
type VIη spacetimes, even though it applies to the choice of parameter κ = −9 in the evolution
equations (3)–(9).

Remark 1.8. For solutions of Bianchi type IV and V, the previous theorem allows for con-
vergence to limit points with Σ+ = 0. In case of Bianchi V, this is the only option, while in
Bianchi IV this might be a relict of the choice of coordinates, turning the surface defined by the
constraint equation (6) singular in these points.

1.5. Comparison to the results in the non-stiff fluid setting. The results in this paper
should be read alongside those of [Rad16], where we investigated the asymptotic behaviour in
the case of orthogonal Bianchi class B perfect fluid solution, but had to exclude the case of a
stiff fluid. The present paper completes this discussion.

In terms of expansion-normalised variables, the stiff fluid case merely corresponds to setting
one parameter, called γ, to its extremal value. The full set of evolution equations in the general
perfect fluid setting is given as equations (5)–(11) in [Rad16] and was developed in [HW93]. In
Appendix B we give more details on how to obtain the stiff fluid case from the general case.

Even though the evolution equations are very closely related, the asymptotic behaviour in
the case of stiff fluids differs significantly from that in non-stiff fluids. As τ → −∞, stiff fluid
solutions converge to a limit point in J and Ω tends to a positive limit value. In the non-stiff
fluid setting, at least for parameters γ ∈ [0, 2/3) where this could be shown, limit points of
non-constant solutions are contained in one of two arcs: the Kasner parabola K defined by

Σ2
+ + Σ̃ = 1, ∆ = Ã = N+ = 0,

see [Rad16, Def. 1.15], which is contained in the boundary of the Jacobs set J , and the plane
wave equilibrium equilibrium points. Both arcs are contained in vacuum Ω = 0. For a definition
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of the plane wave equilibrium set as well as the statement, we refer to Definition 1.17 as well as
Proposition 4.2, Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 6.1 in [Rad16].

Despite the different locations of the limit points, there are striking similarities between the
Jacobs set J for stiff fluids and the Kasner parabola K for non-stiff fluids. More precisely, the
different subset J−, J 0 and J+ have counterparts in K with similar behaviour of the linearisation
of the evolution equations, compare [Rad16, App. A.1]:

• In J− (stiff) as well as in the subset K ∩ {−1 < Σ+ < 1/2} (non-stiff), the number of
zero eigenvalues equals the dimension of the equilibrium set. One eigenvalue is negative,
all others are positive.
• In J 0 (stiff) as well as in the point Taub 2, which is the point K∩{Σ+ = 1/2} (non-stiff),
the number of zero eigenvalues exceeds the dimension of the equilibrium set by one. All
others eigenvalues are positive.
• In J+ (stiff) as well as in the subset K ∩ {Σ+ > 1/2} (non-stiff), the number of zero
eigenvalues equals the dimension of the equilibrium set. All other eigenvalues are positive.

These similaritites carry through to similarities of the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to the
full evolution equations:

• A point in J−∪J 0 (stiff) as well as a point in the subset K∩{−1 < Σ+ ≤ 1/2} (non-stiff)
can be the limit point of solutions of class B (Ã > 0) only if it satisfies a specific relation
which includes the parameter κ. For the statement in the non-stiff fluid case, see [Rad16,
Prop. 1.19].
• The set J+ (stiff) as well as the arc K ∩ {Σ+ > 1/2} (non-stiff) are the sets of points
to which ’most’ solutions converge, in a well-defined measure-theoretic and topological
sense. In the non-stiff setting, this is the statement of [Rad16, Thm 1.18].

Convergence to limit points with Σ+ = 0 for solutions of Bianchi type IV might be a
relict of the choice of coordinates both in Theorem 1.6 in the present paper and in [Rad16,
Thm 1.18].

From a geometric point of view, the different limit sets in stiff and non-stiff fluids have more in
common than one might judge from a first glance. In fact, both the Kasner parabola K and the
Jacobs set J are contained in the invariant subset describing Bianchi type I, see also [Rad16,
Table 2]. Neglecting for a moment the existence of (negligibly many, see our comparison above
or [Rad16, Thm 10.3]) non-stiff solutions converging to plane wave equilibrium points, both stiff
and non-stiff perfect fluid solutions converge to Bianchi type I limit points as τ → −∞. In
terms of initial data to Einstein’s field equations, this implies that the data induced on Cauchy
hypersurfaces {t} ×G approaches Bianchi type I initial data as t→ t−.

The techniques we employ in the present paper ressemble that of [Rad16]: The main work is
carried out in an extensive discussion of decay and convergence rates of the individual variables,
depending in part on the location of the limit point. Once this is achieved in Section 5, a more
detailed investigation of the global behaviour of solutions converging to each of the different
subsets ensues, building on the relations between the different decay rates. For some of the
subsets, we additionally employ dynamical systems techniques.

We note at this point that the expression for q in stiff fluids, equation (4), is identical to the
form we have available in vacuum models, see [Rad16, eq. (14)]. This expression for q is the
reason why many statement that hold in vacuum strongly ressemble those found in stiff fluid.
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2. Recollection of basic properties

The evolution equations (3)–(9) are a special case of the setting discussed in [HW93] and [Rad16],
namely when choosing γ = 2 and Ω > 0, see Appendix B. In this section, we recall a number of
results obtained in the general setting which we make use of in the present paper.

Remark 2.1. According to [Rad16, Rem. 3.3], the state space of the evolution is compact, and
the individual variables are contained in the following intervals:

Σ+ ∈ [−1, 1], Σ̃ ∈ [0, 1], Ã ∈ [0, 1], Ñ ∈ [0, 1], Ω ∈ [0, 1], q ∈ [−1, 2].

For the stiff fluid evolution equations (3)–(9), the bounds on q can be further improved: Com-
bining the definition of q, equation (4), with the definition of Ω, equation (8), we find that

(10) q = 2
(
Σ2

+ + Σ̃ + Ω
)
.

This yields

q ∈ [0, 2],

and one also finds

Ã+ Ñ ≤ 1.

Remark 2.2. The evolution equations (3)–(9) as well as the additional expression for q, equa-
tion (10), are invariant under the symmetry

(∆, N+) 7→ −(∆, N+).

Remark 2.3. The function

(11) Z = (1 + Σ+)2 − Ã,

introduced in [HW93], satisfies Z ≥ 0. The set Z = 0 is contained in vacuum Ω = 0. Restricting
to the setting of stiff fluids, i. e. γ = 2 and Ω > 0, this function has derivative

(12) Z ′ = −2(2− q)Z.

For a more detailed discussion, see [Rad16, p. 19].

Remark 2.4. At several instances in this paper, we restrict our attention to the evolution
equations (3)–(5) in R5, i. e. without assuming the constraint equations (6)–(7). We call this
dynamical system the evolution equations in the extended state space, see also [Rad16, Rem 3.5].

When constraining the evolution to the physical state space, i. e. to the set defined by the
constraint equations (6)–(7), we recover the original evolution equations. The first constraint
equation is invariant under the evolution (3)–(5). As long as the gradient of its left-hand side

(13)
(
−2Σ+Ã ,

1
3
(
N2

+ − κÃ
)
, −2∆ , −

(
Σ2

+ + 1
3κΣ̃

)
,

2
3Σ̃N+

)
does not vanish, the hypersurface defined by the constraint equation (6) is non-singular and thus
a submanifold. The only exceptions to a non-vanishing gradient are:

• κ > 0, Σ+ = Σ̃ = ∆ = 0, N2
+ = κÃ, which defines an invariant set of dimension one.

• κ = 0, Σ+ = N+ = ∆ = 0, which defines an invariant set of dimension two.
• κ < 0, ∆ = Ã = N+ = 0, κΣ̃+3Σ2

+ = 0, which defines an invariant set of dimension one.
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3. Recollection of decay lemmata

When discussing detailed properties of solutions close to their limit points, we apply two gen-
eral decay lemmata which we already made use of in [Rad16], where they appeared as Lemma 4.5
and Lemma 4.7. For completeness, we also state them here.

Lemma 3.1. Consider a positive function M : R→ (0,∞) satisfying M ′ = ζM , with ζ : R→ R
and ζ(τ)→ ι as τ → −∞. Then for all ε > 0 there is a τε > −∞ such that τ ≤ τε implies

e(ι+ε)τ ≤M(τ) ≤ e(ι−ε)τ .

Lemma 3.2. Consider a positive function M : R → (0,∞) satisfying M ′ = ζM , with ζ :
R → R and ζ(τ) = ι + O(eξτ ) as τ → −∞, for some constants ξ > 0, ι ∈ R. Then there are
constants cM , CM > 0 and a τ0 such that τ ≤ τ0 implies

cMe
ιτ ≤M(τ) ≤ CMeιτ .

4. The Jacobs set J

In this section, we show that the Jacobs set J given in Definition 1.2 dominates the behaviour
of solutions to the evolution equations (3)–(9) at early times. It has been shown in [HW93,
Prop. 5.3] that J contains the α-limit set of such solutions. We give a refined proof of this
statement, using a method of proof similar to that of [Rad16, Prop. 4.2].

Proposition 4.1 (Alpha-limit set in stiff fluid). If Γ(τ) = (Σ+, Σ̃,∆, Ã, N+)(τ), τ ∈ R, is a
solution to equations (3)–(9), then the α-limit set of Γ satisfies

α(Γ) ⊂ J ,

i. e. for every sequence τn → −∞ the accumulation points of Γ(τn) are contained in J .

Proof. For a given solution to the evolution equations, we consider the function Z defined as
in (11) and conclude from its derivative (12) that Z is strictly monotone decreasing if q < 2
and Z > 0. As a consequence, the α-limit set of the solution is contained in the union of {q = 2}
and {Z = 0}. The first set characterises J .

Suppose there is an α-limit point satisfying Z = 0. Then one can find a sequence of times τn →
−∞ such that

Z(τn) ≤ 1
n
.

As Z ≥ 0, monotonicity of Z implies that Z vanishes along the whole solution. However, the
set {Z = 0} is contained in vacuum Ω = 0, a contradiction. �

In the next proposition we strengthen this result by showing that every solution has a unique α-
limit point, i. e. converges. We start by showing that the density parameter Ω converges.

Lemma 4.2. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9). Then Ω is monotone decreasing and
converges to a positive value, say Ω→ ω0 > 0 as τ → −∞.

Proof. As q ≤ 2, the evolution equation of Ω, equation (9), gives Ω′ ≤ 0. The statement on the
limit value follows due to boundedness of Ω. �

Proposition 4.3. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9), then there is s ∈ (−1, 1), s̃ ∈ [0, 1)
with s2 +s̃ < 1 such that

lim
τ→−∞

(
Σ+, Σ̃,∆, N+, Ã

)
= (s, s̃, 0, 0, 0).
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Proof. From the previous lemma, we conclude that we can choose τ0 suitably negative such that Ω
is bounded from below by a positive number on (−∞, τ0). Combining this with the evolution
equation (9) for Ω and the knowledge that Ω converges as τ → −∞, we conclude that q − 2 is
integrable on (−∞, τ0). As q′ is bounded due to the boundedness of the state space, Remark 2.1,
this implies q → 2. Similarly, the derivatives Ã′ and Ñ ′ are bounded, and equation (4) yields
integrability of Ã and Ñ on (−∞, τ0), therefore both variables converge to 0.

In combination with the integrabilities found so far and boundedness of the state space,
integrability of N2

+ follows from the definition of Ñ , equation (5), and integrability of ∆2 from
the constraint equation (6). The evolution equations of N2

+ and ∆2 are bounded, which yields
convergence of the two squares, and thus of N+ and ∆, to zero.

For the remaining quantities Σ+ and Σ̃, one finds that all terms in the evolution equations
are integrable, where integrability of ∆N+ is a consequence of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
Consequently, these variables converge as well, to values s and s̃. The bound on s2 +s̃ follows
from the properties of the α-limit set, Prop. 4.1. �

5. Convergence properties and asymptotic decay towards the Jacobs set J

In this section, we discuss in detail the asymptotic properties of solutions converging to J . To
this end, we consider a solution to (3)–(9) and assume that for τ → −∞ the solution converges
to a point ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J , i. e. s ∈ (−1, 1), s̃ ∈ [0, 1) and s2 +s̃ < 1. In this setting, we
determine the asymptotic convergence properties of the individual variables. Note that assuming
convergence to a limit point in the Jacobs set J is no loss of generality due to Proposition 4.3.

In terms of technique, this section is the heart of the present article. In the following sections,
we discuss convergence to the different parts of J in a more global sense, and from a dynamical
systems point of view. All our arguments are, however, rooted in statements achieved in the
present section.

The steps of our discussion in large parts mirror those of [Rad16, Section 6], where we as-
sumed convergence to a point on the arc ( s, 1 − s2, 0, 0, 0) for s ∈ [−1, 1]. This arc is called
the Kasner parabola K. Although this parabola is not contained in the Jacobs set J but in
its boundary, the methods of proof can be transferred. Compared with [Rad16], the limit point
in J depends on two parameters, s and s̃, and this is reflected in many of the statements, as we
find exponential convergence rates which depend on both values. Additional difficulties arise for
solutions converging to a point on the Σ+-axis.

As the proofs of some of the statements in the present section are very similar to those given
in our previous paper, we refrain from stating them explicitly. Instead, we expect the reader to
have [Rad16] at hand.

The main statement we achieve in this section is the following proposition, which gives detailed
convergence rates of the individual variables for solutions converging to a limit point situated
in either J− or J 0. In particular, we find that if such a solution satisfies Ã > 0, i. e. if the
solution is of Bianchi class B, then a specific relation between the limit point ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) and
the parameter κ has to hold. The statement should be compared with [Rad16, Prop. 6.2]. For
the proof, a number of preliminary work is needed, which we carry out in the following.

Proposition 5.1. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J
as τ → −∞. If (1 + s )2 ≤ 3s̃, then

Ã
(
3 s2 +κs̃

)
= 0
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along the whole solution, and

Σ+ = s +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃ = s̃ +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

Ñ = O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

q = 2 +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

as τ → −∞, for every ε > 0. Furthermore, the following properties hold:
• Either ∆ = 0 = N+ holds along the whole solution, or ∆N+ > 0 for sufficiently negative
times. In the latter case, for all ε > 0 there is a τε > −∞ such that τ ≤ τε implies

e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃+ε)τ ≤ |∆| ≤ e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃−ε)τ ,

e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃+ε)τ ≤ |N+| ≤ e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃−ε)τ .

• Either Ã = 0 holds along the whole solution, or for all ε > 0 there is a τε > −∞ such
that τ ≤ τε implies

e(4+4 s +ε)τ ≤ Ã ≤ e(4+4 s−ε)τ .

The following two statements replace Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6 of [Rad16] in the case of a
stiff fluid. Note that the decay of Ã only depends on s, not on s̃.

Lemma 5.2. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞. Then either Ã = 0 along the whole solution, or there exists for every ε > 0 a τε > −∞
such that τ ≤ τε implies

e(4+4 s +ε)τ ≤ Ã(τ) ≤ e(4+4 s−ε)τ .

Proof. This follows from the evolution equation (3) for Ã as a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1,
as τ → −∞ implies q + 2Σ+ → 2 + 2 s by assumption. �

Lemma 5.3. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞. Then the function

R ..=
∫ τ

−∞
(2− q)ds

is well-defined.

Proof. We have argued in the proof of Proposition 4.3 that q − 2 is integrable on (−∞, τ0), for
sufficiently negative τ0. Thus R is well-defined. �

Lemma 5.4. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞, assume additionally that s̃ > 0. Then one of the following statements holds:

i) ∆ = N+ = 0 along the whole solution,
ii) There is τ1 ∈ R such that ∆N+(τ) > 0 for all τ ≤ τ1,
iii) There is τ1 ∈ R such that ∆N+(τ) < 0 for all τ ≤ τ1.

Proof. The proof of this statement uses the same steps as that of [Rad16, Lemma 6.4], which is
centered around the evolution equation

(∆N+)′ = 6∆2 + (3q + 4Σ+ − 2)∆N+ + 2
(
Σ̃− Ñ

)
N2

+.

By assuming positivity of s̃, we ensure that the factors in front of ∆2 and N2
+ are positive for

sufficiently negative times. This suffices to conclude. �
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As a first step towards exponential decay rates for ∆ and N+ individually, we discuss a linear
combination of these two variables to which we can apply Lemma 3.1. The approach is similar
to that of [Rad16, Lemma 6.7], and as was the case there, we find that the exponent in the decay
rate coincides with one of the eigenvalues of the linearised evolution equations in the Jacobs
set J .

We have to restrict to the case s̃ > 0, as we apply the previous lemma to make statements
about the signs of ∆ and N+. The case s̃ = 0 is treated further down in Lemma 5.13.

Lemma 5.5. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞, where s̃ > 0. If ∆N+(τ) > 0 for all τ ≤ τ0, then for every ε > 0 there exists τε > −∞ such
that τ ≤ τε implies

e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃+ε)τ ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∆ +
√

s̃
3N+

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃−ε)τ .

If on the other hand ∆N+(τ) < 0 for all τ ≤ τ0, then for every ε > 0 there exists τε > −∞ such
that τ ≤ τε implies

e(2+2 s−2
√

3s̃+ε)τ ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∆−
√

s̃
3N+

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ e(2+2 s−2
√

3s̃−ε)τ .

Proof. For notational convenience, we set

(14) r̃ ..=
√

s̃
3

and note that

2s̃ = 6r̃2.

We start with the case ∆N+ > 0. The evolution equations (3) yield

(∆ + r̃N+)′ = (2q + 2Σ+ − 2 + 6r̃)∆ +
(
r̃q + 2r̃Σ+ + 2Σ̃− 2Ñ

)
N+,

and the assumption on the convergence of the solution gives the limits of the brackets,

lim
τ→−∞

(2q + 2Σ+ − 2 + 6r̃) = 2 + 2 s +6r̃,

lim
τ→−∞

(
r̃q + 2r̃Σ+ + 2Σ̃− 2Ñ

)
= 2r̃ + 2r̃ s +2s̃.

For this reason, there are functions f1, f2 converging to 0 as τ → −∞ and such that

(∆ + r̃N+)′ = (2 + 2 s +6r̃ + f1)∆ +
(
2r̃ + 2r̃ s +6r̃2 + f2

)
N+

=
(

2 + 2 s +6r̃ + f1∆ + f2N+

∆ + r̃N+

)
(∆ + r̃N+)

=
(

2 + 2 s +2
√

3s̃ + f1∆ + f2N+

∆ + r̃N+

)
(∆ + r̃N+).

(15)

In this computation, we have made use of the fact that ∆ and N+ have the same sign. The
quotient in the bracket vanishes asymptotically, and Lemma 3.1 yields the decay of ∆ + r̃N+
in case both ∆ and N+ are positive. If both are negative, the statement follows due to the
invariance of the evolution equations (3)–(9) under a change of sign in these two variables, see
Remark 2.2.

The case ∆N+ < 0 is treated by replacing every occurence of r̃ by −r̃. �
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In the following, we determine convergence rates for all variables, depending on the sign
which ∆N+ has asymptotically. We start with the case of ∆N+ > 0 and find that the convergence
rates for Σ+, Σ̃, Ã, Ñ and q are the same as in the vacuum case of [Rad16, Lemma 6.8]. In
particular, these rates only depend on s, while the decay rates for ∆ and N+ also depend on s̃. As
was the case in non-stiff fluid, the arguments revolve around the constraint equation (6) written
in the form
(16) Σ̃N2

+ − 3∆2 =
(
3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃
)
Ã

Lemma 5.6. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞, where s̃ > 0. Assume that ∆N+(τ) > 0 for all τ ≤ τ0. Then

Σ+ = s +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃ = s̃ +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

∆ = O
(
e(2+2 s +2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

N+ = O
(
e(2+2 s +2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

Ñ = O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

q = 2 +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

as τ → −∞, for every ε > 0. Furthermore,
Ã
(
3 s2 +κs̃

)
= 0

holds along the whole solution, and Ã > 0 implies that

3Σ2
+ + κΣ̃ = O

(
e(4+4 s +4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
as τ → −∞, for every ε > 0.

Further, there is for each ε > 0 a τε > −∞ such that τ ≤ τε implies

e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃+ε)τ ≤ |∆|,

e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃+ε)τ ≤ |N+|.
Remark 5.7. Note that we excluded the case s̃ = 0 in the statement. The reason is that we
wish to apply Lemma 5.5, which only holds for s̃ > 0. The case s̃ = 0 is treated in Lemma 5.13.
Remark 5.8. It follows from Lemma 5.6 that in this setting

1
3Σ̃N2

+ −∆2 =
(

Σ2
+ + κ

3 Σ̃
)
Ã = O

(
e(8+8 s +4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
holds for both Ã = 0 and Ã > 0.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. The upper bounds for ∆ and N+ follow from Lemma 5.5, where we deter-
mined that for sufficiently negative τ

|∆ + r̃N+| ≤ e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃−ε)τ ,
with r̃ as in equation (14) and therefore positive. In combination with the decay Ã = O(e(4+4 s−ε)τ )
determined in Lemma 5.2, this implies

Ñ = 1
3
(
N2

+ − κÃ
)

= O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

q = 2
(
1− Ã− Ñ

)
= 2 +O

(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,
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where we used equation (4) for q. Inserting these decay rates in the evolution equations (3)
implies that

Σ′+ = O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
, Σ̃′ = O

(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

and together with the assumption on the limit point gives the asymptotic behaviour for Σ+
and Σ̃.

Applying the convergence rates obtained so far, the constraint equation written as in (16)
reads

(17) Σ̃N2
+ − 3∆2 =

(
3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃
)
Ã =

(
3 s2 +κs̃ +O

(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

))
Ã,

where the left-hand side is of order O(e(4+4 s +4
√

3s̃−ε)τ ). The right-hand side can either vanish
altogether, or it consists of two non-vanishing factors. In the latter case, the decay of Ã is at
most as fast as e(4+4 s +ε)τ , see Lemma 5.2. For consistency reasons, equation (17) can therefore
only hold if Ã = 0 or 3 s2 +κs̃ = 0.

We discuss the first factor on the right-hand side of (17) in more detail: The evolution equa-
tions (3) together with the definition of Ñ , equation (5), give(

3Σ2
+ + κΣ̃

)′ = 6Σ+Σ′+ + κΣ̃′ = 2(q − 2)
(
3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃
)
− 4N+(Σ+N+ + κ∆).

Using the function R(τ) =
∫ τ
−∞ (2− q)ds from Lemma 5.3, we can compute from this

d

dτ

(
e2R(3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃
))

= −e2R4N+(Σ+N+ + κ∆),

and therefore

e2R(3Σ2
+ + κΣ̃

)
= 3 s2 +κs̃−

∫ τ

−∞
e2R4N+(Σ+N+ + κ∆)ds

= 3 s2 +κs̃ +O
(
e(4+4 s +4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

where we have applied the decay rates obtained above. Assuming that Ã > 0, the constant term
has been shown to vanish, and we conclude that

3Σ2
+ + κΣ̃ = O

(
e(4+4 s +4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
.

As a consequence, the term (Σ2
+ + κ

3 Σ̃)Ã decays exponentially to order at least 8+8 s +4
√

3s̃−ε,
both in case Ã = 0 and in case Ã > 0: In the first case, the term vanishes identically, while in
the second one we have determined the decay properties of both factors individually.

To conclude the proof, one needs to show the lower bound for ∆ and N+. The proof mirrors
that of [Rad16, Lemma 6.8]: From the last argument together with Lemma 5.5 one finds that

1
3Σ̃
(

N+

∆ + r̃N+

)2
−
(

∆
∆ + r̃N+

)2
=
(
Σ2

+ + κ
3 Σ̃
)
Ã

(∆ + r̃N+)2 → 0

as τ → −∞, and due to our assumption s̃ > 0, we know that Σ̃ is bounded away from zero for
sufficiently negative times. �

Lemma 5.9. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞. Assume that ∆ = N+ = 0 along the solution. Then

Ã
(
3 s2 +κs̃

)
= 0
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and

Σ+ = s +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃ = s̃ +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

Ñ = O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

q = 2 +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

as τ → −∞, for every ε > 0.

Proof. The proof goes along the lines of that of [Rad16, Lemma 6.10]: As ∆ = N+ = 0, the
decay of Ã from Lemma 5.2 determines the asymptotic behaviour of Ñ and q as well as Σ′+
and Σ̃′. �

For limit points contained in J− or J 0, i. e. satisfying (1 + s )2 ≤ 3s̃, the case ∆N+ < 0 can
be excluded. This statement should be compared with [Rad16, Lemma 6.11], where a negative
sign of ∆N+ could be excluded upon convergence towards Kasner points to the left of Taub 2.

Lemma 5.10. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞. If ∆N+(τk) < 0 for a sequence τk → −∞, then (1 + s )2 > 3s̃.

Proof. If s̃ = 0, then (1 + s )2 > 3s̃ holds trivially, as s ∈ (−1, 1). We can therefore assume
that s̃ > 0. Due to Lemma 5.4, we then know that ∆N+ has a fixed sign for sufficiently
negative τ , hence it is enough to show that solutions with ∆N+(τ) < 0 for τ ≤ τ0 cannot
converge to a Kasner point with (1 + s )2 ≤ 3s̃.

Consider first the case (1 + s )2 < 3s̃ and recall from Lemma 5.5 that

|∆− r̃N+| ≥ e(2+2 s−2
√

3s̃+ε)τ

for τ sufficiently negative and r̃ as in equation (14). The bracket in the exponent is strictly
negative for sufficiently small ε, and as ∆ and −r̃N+ have the same sign, this contradicts the
fact that ∆ and N+ converge to zero.

Let us therefore assume that (1 + s )2 = 3s̃. This implies the special value 3r̃ = 1 + s and
therefore

|∆− r̃N+| ≥ eετ

for τ sufficiently negative. The following argument shows that this estimate holds for ∆ and N+
individually: We reformulate the constraint equation (16) into(

3Σ2
+ + κΣ̃

)
Ã = Σ̃N2

+ − 3∆2

=
(
Σ̃N+ − 3r̃2N+ + 3r̃2N+ − 3r̃∆

)
N+ + 3(r̃N+ −∆)∆.

and divide the right-hand side by 3(r̃N+ −∆) to obtain(
Σ̃− 3r̃2

3(r̃N+ −∆)N+ + r̃
)
N+ + ∆ = (r̃ + f3)N+ + ∆,

with an asymptotically vanishing function f3. Dividing the left-hand side by the same ex-
pression yields exponential decay to order O(e(4+4 s−2ε)τ ) due to the decay of Ã, Lemma 5.2.
Consequently,

|N+| ≥ eετ , |∆| ≥ eετ .
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Inserting these slow decay rates into the definitions of Ñ and q, equations (5) and (4), we even
find

Ñ ≥ eετ , 2− q ≥ eετ .

In the rest of the proof we aim at constructing a contradiction to the slow decay of N+. The
arguments are similar to those used in the proof of [Rad16, Lemma 6.11], but several of the
convergence rates and limiting values differ, as γ = 2 and the limit point is ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) in stiff
fluid solutions. We give several intermediate steps but refer to the proof in the non-stiff setting
for the explanations.

Taylor expansion of the square root applied to the constraint equation (16) reveals that

(18) ∆ = −
√

3
3 Σ̃1/2N+ +O

(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

)
due to the assumption on the sign of ∆N+, and combining this with equations (5) and (4) yields

∆N+ = −
√

3
2 (2− q)Σ̃1/2 +O

(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

)
.

Next, we discuss the convergence behaviour of Σ+ and Σ̃. Making use of the function R from
Lemma 5.3, we find that

Σ+ + 1 = (s +1)e−R(τ) +O
(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃1/2 −
√

3 =
(√

s̃−
√

3
)
e−R(τ) +O

(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

)
.

We can eliminateR using a suitable linear combination of these two expressions and find, recalling
the relation between s and s̃, that

O
(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

)
=
(√

s̃−
√

3
)

(Σ+ + 1)− (s +1)
(

Σ̃1/2 −
√

3
)

(19)

=
(√

s̃−
√

3
)

Σ+ − (s +1)Σ̃1/2 +
√

s̃ +
√

3 s

=
√

3
3 (s−2)Σ+ − (s +1)Σ̃1/2 +

√
3

3 (1 + 4 s).

With this, we return to the evolution of N+. Due to its slow decay found above in combination
with equations (18) and (19), we see

N ′+ = (q + 2Σ+)N+ + 6∆

=
(
q + 2Σ+ − 2

√
3Σ̃1/2

)
N+ +O

(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

)
=
(
q + 2Σ+ −

2(s−2)
s +1 Σ+ −

2(1 + 4 s)
s +1 +O

(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

))
N+ +O

(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

)
=
(
q − 2 + 6

s +1(Σ+ − s) +O
(
e(4+4 s−3ε)τ

))
N+,

and conclude, using the properties of R from Lemma 5.3, that there is a function f4 which is
integrable on (−∞, 0) and satisfies

N ′+ =
(

6
s +1(Σ+ − s) + f4

)
N+.

We set

F4(τ) ..=
∫ τ

−∞
f4(s)ds
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and compute that

d

dτ

(
e−F4N+

)
= 6

s +1(Σ+ − s)e−F4N+.

As

Σ′+ = (q − 2)Σ+ − 2Ñ = (q − 2)(Σ+ + 1) + 2Ã

due to equation (4), the sign and slow decay of q − 2 together with the fast one of Ã and
the fact that Σ+ is bounded away from −1 for sufficiently negative times yields that Σ′+ ≤ 0
asymptotically. Hence Σ+ ≤ s, which implies that the function |e−F4N+| increases as τ → −∞.
Therefore, N+ cannot converge to 0, a contradiction. �

The statements proven so far put us in a position to show Proposition 5.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.1. As we consider convergence to a point in J− or J 0, we see that s̃ > 0
has to hold. We have shown in Lemma 5.4 that there are three possible cases regarding the sign
of ∆N+. The case ∆N+ < 0 asymptotically is excluded by Lemma 5.10. The two remaining
cases are discussed in Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.9. �

In the previous lemma, we were able to show that solutions converging to J− or J 0 cannot sat-
isfy ∆N+ < 0 asymptotically as τ → −∞. In Proposition 5.1, we have collected the asymptotic
convergence rates of solutions in this setting and seen that the exponential convergence rates
coincide with the eigenvalues 4 + 4 s or 2 + 2 s +2

√
3s̃. We now turn our attention to solutions

converging towards J+, i. e. with a limit point satisfying (1 + s )2 > 3s̃. In this situation, the
case ∆N+ < 0 asymptotically can occur. The asymptotic behaviour is governed by the decay
rates of ∆ and N+, which tend to zero exponentially to order 2 + 2 s−2

√
3s̃. The following

statement should be compared to the vacuum version of [Rad16, Lemma 6.12].

Lemma 5.11. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞, where s̃ > 0. Assume that ∆N+(τ) < 0 for all τ ≤ τ0. Then

Σ+ = s +O
(
e(4+4 s−4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃ = s̃ +O
(
e(4+4 s−4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

∆ = O
(
e(2+2 s−2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

N+ = O
(
e(2+2 s−2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

Ñ = O
(
e(4+4 s−4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

q = 2 +O
(
e(4+4 s−4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

as τ → −∞, for every ε > 0.
Further, there is for each ε > 0 a τε > −∞ such that τ ≤ τε implies

e(2+2 s−2
√

3s̃+ε)τ ≤ |∆|,

e(2+2 s−2
√

3s̃+ε)τ ≤ |N+|.

Remark 5.12. For the same reason as in Lemma 5.6, we exclude the case s̃ = 0. This is treated
individually in Lemma 5.13.
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Proof. The upper bounds for ∆ and N+ follow from Lemma 5.5, where we determined that

∆− r̃N+ = O
(
e(2+2 s−2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

with r̃ as in (14) and therefore positive. The decay for Ã has been determined in Lemma 5.2
independently of the sign of ∆N+. As this decay is faster than that of ∆2 and N2

+, the asymptotic
behaviour is dominated by the latter two variables. More precisely

Ñ = 1
3
(
N2

+ − κÃ
)

= O
(
e(4+4 s−4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

q − 2 = −2Ã− 2Ñ = O
(
e(4+4 s−4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

using equations (5) and (4). With this, the evolution equations (3) for Σ+ and Σ̃ yields

Σ′+ = O
(
e(4+4 s−4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
, Σ̃′ = O

(
e(4+4 s−4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

which gives the convergence rates for Σ+ and Σ̃.
To prove that the lower bounds for ∆ and N+ hold, we proceed similarly as in proof of

Lemma 5.6. From the decay properties shown so far, we conclude that the right-hand side of

1
3Σ̃
(

N+

∆− r̃N+

)2
−
(

∆
∆− r̃N+

)2
=
(
Σ2

+ + κ
3 Σ̃
)
Ã

(∆− r̃N+)2 ,

converges to 0 as τ → −∞. Hence, the same is true for the left-hand side, and we conclude the
lower bounds using the fact that Σ̃ is bounded away from zero due to s̃ > 0. �

Convergence towards a limit point in J situated on the Σ+-axis, i. e. the case s̃ = 0, has to
be treated individually. Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 do not apply, and we cannot exclude that ∆
and N+ change sign infinitely often as τ → −∞. Nonetheless, we can determine asymptotic
convergence rates for the individual variables.

Lemma 5.13. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, 0, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞. Then

Σ+ = s +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃ = O
(
e(6+6 s−2ε)τ

)
,

∆ = O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

N+ = O
(
e(2+2 s−ε)τ

)
,

Ñ = O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

q = 2 +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

as τ → −∞, for every ε > 0. Further, if Ã > 0, then s = 0.

Remark 5.14. For Bianchi class B solutions (Ã > 0), we find that the only possible limit point
on the Σ+-axis is the origin.

For either Bianchi class, we see that Σ̃ and ∆ converge faster to their limit value than they
do for limit points off the axis, compare Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 5.11. Note that
the decay of these two variables can be improved even further using the constraint equation (6),
as Σ2

+Ã = O(e(12+12 s−3ε)τ ).
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In the proof, we make use of the following estimate for ∆:

Lemma 5.15. Consider a point (Σ+, Σ̃,∆, Ã, N+) ∈ R5 satisfying the constraint equation (6),
with Ñ defined as in (5). Then

0 ≤ |∆| ≤

√
Σ̃
3 |N+|+

√
|κ|
3

√
Σ̃Ã.

Proof. From the constraint equation (6), it follows that

0 ≤ ∆2 ≤ Σ̃Ñ ≤ 1
3Σ̃N2

+ + |κ|3 Σ̃Ã.

Taking the square root concludes the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 5.13. We start by proving the decay forN+, and to do so we distinguish between
the two cases Ã > 0 and Ã = 0. We begin with the latter. In this case, we find from the definition
of q, equation (4), and the constraint equation (6) that

q = 2− 2Ñ = 2− 2
3N

2
+,

∆2 = 1
3Σ̃N2

+.

Inserting this in the evolution equation (3) for N+ reveals

N ′+ =
(

2− 2
3N

2
+ + 2Σ+

)
N+ + 2

√
3Σ̃|N+|

=
(

2− 2
3N

2
+ + 2Σ+ ± 2

√
3Σ̃
)
N+,

where the ± accounts for the different possible signs of ∆N+. For either sign, the term in the
bracket converges to 2 + 2 s, and applying Lemma 3.1 gives the decay of N+ in the statement.

If on the other hand Ã > 0, then its decay is given by Lemma 5.2. We set

X ..= N+

Ã1/2

and compute from the evolutions equations (3) that

X ′ = 6∆
Ã1/2

which, by Lemma 5.15, we can estimate with

|X ′| ≤ 6

√ Σ̃
3
|N+|
Ã1/2

+
√
|κ|
3

√
Σ̃

 = 2
√

3Σ̃
[
|X|+

√
|κ|
]
.

Consequently, setting
Y ..= X2 + 1,

we find that

|Y ′| ≤ C
√

Σ̃|Y |,

where C > 0 is a constant. As Σ̃ converges to zero by assumption, this implies that
Y ≤ Ce−ετ

for sufficiently negative times τ . Applying the decay of Ã, we conclude that N+ = O(e(2+2 s−ε)τ ).
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Having found the decay forN+ to hold independently of whether Ã vanishes or not, we continue
with the remaining variables. We treat both cases simultaneously. The decay of Ñ follows from
its definition, equation (5), together with the decay of Ã from Lemma 5.2. The decay for q
is a direct consequence of equation (4). Knowing that Σ+ and Σ̃ are at least bounded, see
Remark 2.1, the constraint equation (6) then implies that ∆ = O(e(2+2 s−ε/2)τ ).

From the decay of the evolution equations (3) for Σ+ and Σ̃,

Σ′+ = (q − 2)Σ+ − 2Ñ = O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃′ = 2(q − 2)Σ̃− 4Σ+Ã− 4∆N+ = O
(
e(4+4 s−2ε)τ

)
,

combined with the assumption on the limit point, it follows that Σ+ = s +O(e(4+4 s−ε)τ ) and Σ̃ =
O(e(4+4 s−ε)τ ).

To conclude the proof, it remains to show that s = 0 in case Ã > 0, and that Σ̃ and ∆ have
the improved decay given in the statement. We start with the case Ã > 0: From the constraint
equation (6), the decay estimates we have found so far and the lower bound on the decay of Ã
from Lemma 5.2, we find that

0 ≤ ∆2 = Σ̃Ñ − Σ2
+Ã ≤ − s2 e(4+4 s +ε)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−2ε)τ

)
.

Due to the sign, this is only possible for s = 0. From the same estimate, we conclude immediately
that ∆ has the claimed decay. In case Ã = 0, the constraint equation (6) reads

∆2 = Σ̃Ñ = O
(
e(8+8 s−2ε)τ

)
right away, which proves the decay estimates for ∆ also in this case. Independently of the sign
of Ã, the evolution equation (3) for Σ̃ then reads

Σ̃′ = 2(q − 2)Σ̃− 4Σ+Ã− 4∆N+ = O
(
e(6+6 s−2ε)τ

)
,

which yields the decay for Σ̃. �

Up to now, all the decay rates we have obtained in the different settings include an ε > 0. We
now make use of Lemma 3.2 to obtain decay rates independent of ε. In the following lemma and
proposition, statements similar to Lemma 6.13 and Proposition 6.14 in [Rad16] are achieved.

Lemma 5.16. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J as τ →
−∞. Then either Ã = 0 along the whole solution, or there are constants cÃ, CÃ > 0 and τ0 such
that τ ≤ τ0 implies

cÃe
(4+4 s)τ ≤ Ã(τ) ≤ CÃe

(4+4 s)τ .

Proof. We wish to apply Lemma 3.2 to the evolution equation (3) for Ã. It is enough to show
that

2(q + Σ+)
converges exponentially to 4 + 4 s.

In case s̃ = 0, this is shown in Lemma 5.13. Let us therefore assume that s̃ > 0. We know
from Lemma 5.4 that ∆N+ has constant sign for sufficiently negative times. In Lemma 5.6, we
cover the case ∆N+ > 0. If ∆ = 0 = N+ along the whole solution, then Lemma 5.9 implies the
result. The remaining case ∆N+ < 0 is treated in Lemma 5.11. �

With this, we now show improved convergence rates for all variables, in the following sense:
So far, we have determined the limiting value and the lowest order of decay. We now determine
this lowest order in more detail and even find the second lowest order.
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The statement we show applies to solutions converging to a limit point in J− or J 0 and uses
the same method of proof as [Rad16, Prop. 6.14]. The same approach could also be applied to
solutions converging to a limit point in J+, however we do not make use of any such statement
in this paper.

Proposition 5.17. Consider a solution to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J
as τ → −∞. If (1 + s )2 ≤ 3s̃, if Ã > 0, and if ∆ and N+ do not both vanish identically along
the solution, then 3 s2 +κs̃ = 0 and there are constants α > 0, β∆ 6= 0 and βN+ 6= 0 satisfying

β∆ =
√

s̃/3βN+

such that
Σ+ = s− α s

2(1 + s)s̃
(
s + s2 +s̃

)
e(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃ = s̃− α

1 + s
(
s + s2 +s̃

)
e(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
,

∆ = β∆e
(2+2 s +2

√
3s̃)τ +O

(
e(6+6 s +2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

Ã = αe(4+4 s)τ +O
(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
,

N+ = βN+e
(2+2 s +2

√
3s̃)τ +O

(
e(6+6 s +2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
,

Ñ = −κ3αe
(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
,

q = 2 + 2α
(κ

3 − 1
)
e(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
,

as τ → −∞, for every ε > 0.

Proof. As a consequence of Lemma 5.10, we know that ∆N+ > 0 holds for sufficiently negative
times. In this setting, the convergence rates of Lemma 5.6 apply, and from the relation

Ã
(
3 s2 +κs̃

)
= 0

we conclude the relation between the location of the limit point and the parameter κ. Note that
our assumptions exclude s̃ = 0, from which we deduce that κ ≤ 0.

In Lemma 5.16, we have shown that e−(4+4 s )τ Ã is bounded for sufficiently negative τ . From
the evolution equations (3), we find that(

e−(4+4 s)τ Ã
)′

= (2(q − 2) + 4(Σ+ − s))e−(4+4 s)τ Ã

and the decay rates established in Lemma 5.6 give 2(q − 2) + 4(Σ+ − s ) = O(e(4+4 s−ε)τ ). We
therefore find

e−(4+4 s)τ Ã(τ) = lim
τ→−∞

e−(4+4 s)τ Ã(τ) +
∫ τ

−∞
O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)σ

)
dσ,

which, setting
α ..= lim

τ→−∞
e−(4+4 s)τ Ã(τ),

is equivalent to

Ã = αe(4+4 s)τ +O
(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
.

Even though the exact value of α is not known, we know that it is positive due to Ã > 0, Further,
this form shows that there are no terms of exponential order between 4 + 4 s and 8 + 8 s−ε.
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Combining the improved decay for Ã with the ones from Lemma 5.6 implies that

Ñ = 1
3
(
N2

+ − κÃ
)

= −κ3αe
(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
,

q = 2
(
1− Ã− Ñ

)
= 2 + 2α

(κ
3 − 1

)
e(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
,

as (1 + s )2 ≤ 3s̃ by assumption. With this, the evolution equations (3) for Σ+ and Σ̃ read

Σ′+ = (q − 2)Σ+ − 2Ñ

= 2α
((κ

3 − 1
)

s +κ

3

)
e(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
,

Σ̃′ = 2(q − 2)Σ̃− 4∆N+ − 4Σ+Ã

= 4α
((κ

3 − 1
)

s̃− s
)
e(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(8+8 s−ε)τ

)
.

Using the relation between s, s̃, and κ, integration yields the convergence rates for Σ+ and Σ̃.
In order to determine the improved decay for ∆ and N+, we recall that in the proof of

Lemma 5.5 we found

(∆ + r̃N+)′ =
(

2 + 2 s +2
√

3s̃ + f1∆ + f2N+

∆ + r̃N+

)
(∆ + r̃N+),

compare equation (15). Note that r̃ is defined in (14) and positive. A closer look at the compu-
tation carried out there reveals that the two asymptotically vanishing functions have the form

f1 = 2q − 4 + 2Σ+ − 2 s,
f2 = r̃q − 2r̃ + 2r̃Σ+ − 2r̃ s +2Σ̃− 2s̃− 2Ñ .

Due to the previous results, both functions decay as O(e(4+4 s−ε)τ ). The quotient containing the
functions f1, f2 inherits this asymptotic decay, as ∆ and r̃N+ have the same sign. We therefore
find (

e−(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃)τ (∆ + r̃N+)
)′

= e−(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃)τ (∆ + r̃N+)O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

and from this

e−(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃)τ (∆ + r̃N+) = β +O
(
e(4+4 s−ε)τ

)
,

for some constant β 6= 0 having the same sign as ∆ and N+. Consequently, we obtain

(20) (∆ + r̃N+) = βe(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃)τ +O
(
e(6+6 s +2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
.

We conclude from Remark 5.8 that√ Σ̃
3N+ + ∆

√ Σ̃
3N+ −∆

 = 1
3
(
3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃
)
Ã = O

(
e(8+8 s +4

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
.

Due to estimate (20), the first factor on the left-hand side is of order e(2+2 s +2
√

3s̃)τ and not
faster. Therefore, the second factor has to compensate by decaying sufficiently fast, implying

∆ = r̃N+ +O
(
e(6+6 s +2

√
3s̃−ε)τ

)
.

Combining this with equation (20) yields the decay expressions for ∆ and N+ in the statement,
with β∆ = r̃βN+ . This concludes the proof. �
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6. Asymptotics towards the upper part of the Jacobs set J

In this section, we discuss in more detail the behaviour of solutions converging towards the
subset J− ⊂ J . From Proposition 5.1, we know that for such solutions either Ã = 0 has to
hold, or the limit point ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) and the parameter κ are related via 3 s2 +κs̃ = 0. Note that
this is only possible for non-positive values of κ. This means that a solution converging to the
subset J− is either of Bianchi class A, or it is of Bianchi type IV, V or VIη. Further, the limit
point lies on a specific arc in J−.

Here, we investigate the possible Bianchi class B solutions in more detail and show that they
have to be contained in submanifolds of positive codimension. To do so, we apply concepts and
results from the theory of dynamical systems, the same way we did in [Rad16] in Sections 8
and 10. For an overview over the notation and technique, we refer to [Rad16, Appendix B].
The statement we make use of is [Rad16, Thm B.3], determining properties of the so-called
centre-unstable manifold Cu which contains the maximal negatively invariant set A−(U) of some
neighborhood of points in J−. This set A−(U) is the set of all points which do not leave U under
the evolution in negative time direction, and in particular contains all solutions converging to a
limit point in U .

We start this section with a discussion of the linearised evolution equation in the extended
five-dimensional state space, by which we mean the linear approximation of the evolution equa-
tions (3)–(5), but without restricting them to the constraint equations (6)–(7). We have given
this vector field explicitly, for points contained in the Jacobs set J , in Appendix A, and also
stated its eigenvalues. For points in J−, exactly four out of the five eigenvalues are non-negative,
counting zero twice due to being a double eigenvalue.

According to [Rad16, Thm B.3], the centre-unstable manifold of the linearised evolution is
tangent to the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors to non-negative eigenvalues. Therefore,
we find that solutions converging to a limit point in J− as τ → −∞ are contained in a certain
four-dimensional manifold in the extended state space R5 for sufficiently negative times.

Compared to the asymptotic behaviour in non-stiff Bianchi fluid which has been discussed
in [Rad16], we find the following connection: In non-stiff fluids, part of the possible limit points
are contained in the equilibrium arc ( s, 1− s2, 0, 0, 0), s ∈ [−1, 1], called the Kasner parabola K,
which lies in the boundary of the Jacobs set J . On the arc of K where s ∈ (−1, 1/2), one out of
the five eigenvalues of the linearised evolution equation is negative, the number of zero eigenvalues
equals the dimension of the equilibrium set (dimension one), all others are positive. This is the
same setting we encounter for the set J− in stiff fluids. The investigation of the Kasner subarc
in question, carried out in [Rad16, Sect. 8], reveals that possible Bianchi class B non-stiff fluid
solutions converging to this arc are contained in a countable union of C1 submanifolds of positive
codimension. The statement we show in this section mirrors that result.

Proposition 6.1. Consider the evolution equations (3)–(5) in the extended state space, i. e.
without assuming the constraint equations (6)–(7). If K is a compact subset of J−, then there is
a neighborhood U of K and a four-dimensional C1 submanifold M with the following properties:

• M contains the set K and in each point in K is tangent to those eigenvectors of the lin-
earised evolution equations in the extended five-dimensional space, given in Appendix A,
which correspond to eigenvalues with non-negative real parts.
• Points in U are either contained inM or their evolution under equations (3)–(5) leaves U
as τ → −∞.

Remark 6.2. We see in the proof that we could change the regularity of the manifold M to Cr,
for some r <∞. Further, as all eigenvalues on J− are real, the manifold M is tangent to those
eigenvectors which correspond to non-negative eigenvalues.
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Remark 6.3. This statement in particular applies to every solution to the evolution equa-
tions (3)–(9) which converges to a point ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ K as τ → −∞, for a given compact
set K ⊂ J−: There is a time τ0 such that the solution is contained in the neighborhood U for
all times τ ≤ τ0. Therefore, the solution has to be contained in the submanifold M for τ ≤ τ0.

Proof. The set J− is a two-dimensional manifold consisting of equilibrium points of the evolution
equations (3)–(5). We apply [Rad16, Thm B.3] to find a centre-unstable manifold Cu near K ⊂
J− as well as a neighborhood U of K such that every negatively invariant set A−(U) is contained
in Cu. Without loss of generality, we restrict the manifold Cu to the open set U .

In every point m = (Σ+, Σ̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ K, the manifold Cu is tangent to the invariant sub-
spaces Esm ⊕ Ecm, see Definition B.2 in [Rad16] and the adjacent text. In our case, these spaces
are spanned by the eigenvectors to eigenvalues

0 2
(

1 + Σ+ +
√

3Σ̃
)

4(1 + Σ+) 0.

Note that the eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue zero is two-dimensional, see Appendix A.
The evolution equations (3) are polynomial and therefore C∞. When applying [Rad16,

Thm B.3], we can therefore choose every finite r, for example r = 1. This concludes the proof. �

In the previous statement, we considered the evolution in the extended state space and found
that solutions converging to a point in J− have to be contained in the manifold M which has
positive codimension in R5. Now, we wish to transfer the result to the set of points such that
the constraint equations (6)–(7) are satisfied. In particular, we are interested in the intersection
between this constraint surface and the manifold M we determined in Proposition 6.1, as we
want to find the codimension of this intersection set in the set determined by the constraint
equations.

For points on the arc in J− we are interested in, the constraint surface is singular, see Re-
mark 2.4. Information on the normal and tangent directions of the constraint surface and the
manifoldM in these points therefore does not suffice to conclude statements on the codimension.
We additionally make use of the convergence rates we determined in Proposition 5.17.

Theorem 6.4. Let κ 6= 0 and consider the set of solutions to equations (3)–(9) converging
to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J− as τ → −∞. If Ã > 0, then κ < 0 and

3 s2 +κs̃ = 0,

and the solution is contained in one of the following subsets:
• The invariant set satisfying Ã > 0, ∆ = 0 = N+, 3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃ = 0.
• A countable union of C1 submanifolds satisfying Ã > 0, and ∆, N+ not both vanishing
identically. The submanifolds are of dimension at most three, and in the set describing
Bianchi type VIη solutions to the evolution equations (3)–(9), i. e. in the set

B(V Iη) = {(6)− (7) hold, κ = 1/η < 0, Ã > 0},

have codimension at least one.

Proof. We have discussed convergence towards J− in Proposition 5.6. The relation between s, s̃
and κ follows directly from this statement, as we assume Ã > 0. The case κ = 0 is excluded by
assumption, and for κ > 0, the only way to satisfy this relation is with s = 0 = s̃. However, the
point (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) is not contained in J−.

The set ∆ = 0 = N+ is invariant under the evolution equations (3)–(9). Every solution
satisfying this relation at one time does so at all times. This is the setting of the first case, and
the relation between Σ+ and Σ̃ follows directly from the constraint equation (6) and Ã > 0.
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Let us turn to the second case. We fix a countable family of compact subarcs Km, m ∈ N,
exhausting the arc {( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J− | 3 s2 +κs̃ = 0}. For a given solution converging to a limit
point on this arc, we fix a compact set Km containing the limit point. To this Km, we then apply
the previous proposition and find that the solution is contained in the four-dimensional mani-
foldM for sufficiently negative times. At the same time, the solution has to satisfy the constraint
equation (6). To conclude, we now have to show that the intersection between the constraint
surface and the submanifoldM is either empty or tranverse, if we additionally assume that Ã > 0
and ∆, N+ do not both vanish identically. We do this by comparing the spanning directions ofM
to the normal direction of the constraint surface, i. e. the gradient of the constraint equation (6).

We consider solutions with Ã > 0, ∆ and N+ not both vanishing identically, and κ < 0. Due
to Remark 2.4, the gradient of the constraint equation (13) is non-zero along such solutions and
therefore the set of points defined by the constraint equation (6) is smooth close to such a solution.
In the limit point however, the relation between s, s̃ and κ implies that the gradient vanishes.
In this point, we therefore cannot conclude transversality from computing the scalar product
between the (vanishing) gradient and the vectors spanning the submanifold M . Instead, we
apply the improved decay properties determined in Lemma 5.16 to the gradient of the constraint
equation (13) and find that close to a limit point ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J− with 3 s2 +κs̃ = 0, the
gradient has the form(

−2 s,−κ3 , 0, 0, 0
)
αe(4+4 s)τ +O

(
e(min(8+8 s,2+2 s +2

√
3s̃)−ε)τ

)
.

The last term in this expression is understood as a vector in R5 such that every single component
has the decay given, which is faster than the decay of the first vector. We can therefore normalise
the gradient of the constraint equation by multiplying it with e−(4+4 s )τ/α and obtain a well-
defined non-vanishing gradient direction even up to the limit point ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0). Here, we make
use of the fact that κ 6= 0 and thus s 6= 0.

Consider now a small neighborhood of the subarc Km, and intersect it with the set defined by
the constraints (6)–(7). By the previous discussion, the normal direction to the constraint surface
close to Km is a small perturbation of the normalised gradient direction we determined above,
thus contained in a small cone around the vector (−2 s,−κ/3, 0, 0, 0). We are interested in points
where there is a non-empty intersection with the manifoldM . The vectors spanningM in a point
close to Km are small perturbations of the vectors spanning M in points contained in Km. By
the previous proposition, these are the eigenvectors to non-negative eigenvalues of the linearised
evolution equations, see Appendix A for their explicit form. Computing the scalar product of
these eigenvectors with the vector (−2 s,−κ/3, 0, 0, 0) reveals that the gradient direction is or-
thogonal to the eigenvectors to eigenvalues 2 + 2 s±2

√
3s̃ and 4 + 4 s. No transversality can

be concluded for slightly perturbed direction vectors. For the eigenspace associated with the
eigenvalue 0 however, we see that any vector contained in a sufficiently small cone around the
vector (−2 s,−κ/3, 0, 0, 0) is contained in suitable slight perturbation of the space spanned by the
vectors (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0, 0, 0). We therefore conclude the following: In a sufficiently small
neighborhood of the arc Km, the constraint surface and the manifold M intersect transversally
in a submanifold of dimension at most three. As the set B(V Iη) is of dimension four, this implies
a positive codimension.

We now apply the flow corresponding to the evolution equations and integer times to the
intersection manifold obtained forKm. As the flow is a diffeomorphism coming from a polynomial
evolution equation, the resulting set is a countable union of C1 submanifolds of dimension at
most three and codimension at least one. Taking the union over all subarcs Km then yields a
countable union of submanifolds with the requested properties which contains all solutions listed
in the second case of the statement. This concludes the proof. �
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Remark 6.5. In the statement, we excluded the case κ = 0. It becomes obvious in the proof
why this is necessary when using the method we chose: As a consequence of the relation

3 s2 +κs̃ = 0,

allowing for κ = 0 would imply that s = 0 is no longer excluded. In this case the rescaled gradient
direction (

−2 s,−κ3 , 0, 0, 0
)
,

while non-vanishing for all solution where κ 6= 0 and s 6= 0, becomes the null vector, for which
computing the scalar product to check orthogonality becomes meaningless.

For a solution of Bianchi types IV or V, which implies κ = 0, we however do know that the
limit point has to satisfy s = 0.

7. Asymptotics towards the special arc in the Jacobs set J

In this section, we investigate the behaviour of solutions converging towards a limit point on
the arc J 0 ⊂ J . Making use of Proposition 5.1, we find that Bianchi type VIIη solutions are
excluded altogether, and in the other Bianchi types of class B, solutions converge to one of at
most two specific points on J 0, determined by the Bianchi type and the parameter κ.

On the arc J 0, not two but three of the eigenvalues to the linearised evolution equations turn
zero, see Appendix A. This is one more than the dimension of the Jacobs set J and two more
than the dimension of the arc itself, and prohibits us from applying dynamical system theory
the way we did in Section 6.

In the setting of non-stiff Bianchi perfect fluids investigated in [Rad16], a similar situation
occurs for the point Taub 2: There as well, one of the eigenvalues to the linearised evolution
equations on the Kasner parabola K can have either sign, and it vanishes exactly in the point
Taub 2. Due to the lower dimension in the non-stiff setting, one point on the Kasner parabola K
versus an arc in the Jacobs set J , a direct method could be applied to determine the set containing
all solutions converging to a limit point with additional zero eigenvalue. Such an approach has
not been found for the stiff fluid setting and the arc J 0. Nonetheless, we collect the statements
we achieve without such a method.

Proposition 7.1. Consider the set of solutions to equations (3)–(9) converging to ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈
J 0 as τ → −∞. If Ã > 0, then κ ≤ 0 and the limit point has to satisfy

3 s2 +κs̃ = 0.

Proof. For a solution of class B converging to a point in J 0, the relation between κ and the
location of the limit point has been proven in Proposition 5.1. If κ > 0, this relation holds only
for s = 0 = s̃, but this point is not contained in J 0. Therefore, in this case no solution converges
to J 0. �

Remark 7.2. Consider solutions to equations (3)–(9) and assume that Ã > 0, i. e. restrict to
Bianchi class B. We have found in the previous proposition that all solutions converging to the
arc J 0 as τ → −∞ have a limit point contained in J 0 ∩ {3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃ = 0}. We discuss this
intersection set depending on the different Bianchi types:

• Bianchi type IV and V: As κ = 0, the limit point is the intersection between the arc J 0
and the Σ̃-axis, hence the point

(0, 1/3, 0, 0, 0).
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• Bianchi type VIη: As κ < 0, the set containing all possible limit points is the intersection
set of the two parabolas J 0 and {3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃ = 0} contained in the Σ+Σ̃-plane. The
following has to hold for points satisfying both equations: If κ 6= −9, then

(21) Σ+ = ±
√
−κ

3∓
√
−κ

, Σ̃ = 3(
3∓
√
−κ
)2 ,

otherwise (
Σ+, Σ̃

)
=
(
−1

2 ,
1
12

)
.

Note that in case κ = −9, we have excluded ’exceptional’ spacetimes, see Remark 1.1.
For κ = −1, the intersection point (21) with the upper choice of sign is the point

Taub 2. Using a straight-forward geometrical argument, we therefore conclude that the
set J 0 ∩ {3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃ = 0} consists of one or two points, depending on the value of κ:
– For κ ∈ (−∞,−1], the upper choice of sign in (21) yields an intersection point

located in the complement of J . The intersection point with lower choice of sign is
located on J 0 and has a negative Σ+-value.

– For κ ∈ (−1, 0), both sign choices in (21) yield intersection points located on J 0.
The upper choice of sign yields a positive, the lower choice a negative Σ+-value.

• Bianchi type VIIη: As κ > 0, convergence to J 0 is excluded by Proposition 7.1.

8. Proof of the main theorem

We conclude the paper with a proof of the main theorem stated in the introduction, Theo-
rem 1.6. We do so by combining the findings from the previous sections where we have discussed
in detail the decay behaviour of the individual variables as well as the asymptotic properties of
solutions upon convergence to the different subsets of the Jacobs set J .

Proof of Theorem 1.6. We have seen in Proposition 4.3 that every solution to the evolution
equations (3)–(9) converges to a limit point contained in the Jacobs set J as τ → −∞. We
prove the theorem by showing that all solutions which have a convergence behaviour different
from the one given in the statement are either impossible or have to be contained in countable
unions of smooth submanifolds of positive codimension.

For solutions with Ã > 0 converging to a limit point ( s, s̃, 0, 0, 0) ∈ J−, Proposition 5.1
implies that 3 s2 +κs̃ = 0 has to hold. In the case κ = 0 this implies that s = 0. The remaining
case κ 6= 0 has been investigated in Theorem 6.4: Solutions have to be of Bianchi type VIη, and
are contained in a countable union of C1 submanifolds of positive codimension.

In Proposition 7.1 and Remark 7.2, we have discussed convergence to limit points in J 0 and
found that Bianchi type VIIη solutions are excluded. Bianchi type IV and V solutions converge
to the limit point (0, 1/3, 0, 0, 0). For Bianchi type VIη solutions, the limit point has to coincide
with one of the at most two elements of the intersection J 0 ∩ {3Σ2

+ + κΣ̃ = 0}.
To conclude the proof, we collect the results in the different Bianchi types. For Bianchi

type VIIη solutions, convergence to J− and J 0 is excluded, all solutions must converge to J+.
In Bianchi type VIη, solutions which do not converge to J+ can converge to one of the points
on J 0 determined above, or they converge to J− and consequently are contained in the countable
union of C1 submanifolds with positive codimension given in Theorem 6.4. The complement of
this union is of full measure and a countable intersection of open and dense sets. In Bianchi
type IV, solutions not converging to J+ have a limit point in J− or J 0 satisfying Σ+ = 0. In
the case of Bianchi V, Σ+ = 0 holds along the solution and thus up to the limit point. As all
limit points of solutions to the evolution equations (3)–(9) are contained in J , this concludes the
proof. �
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Appendix A. The linearised evolution equations

In this section, we discuss the linear approximation of the evolution equations (3), with q and Ñ
defined as in equations (4) and (5). Throughout the paper, we refer to this approximation as the
linearised evolution equations in the extended five-dimensional state space, because we neglect
the constraint equations (6)–(7). For points (Σ+, Σ̃, 0, 0, 0) contained in the Jacobs set J , this
is the linear map R5 → R5 given by the matrix

0 0 0 2
(
κ
3 − 1

)
Σ+ + 2

3κ 0
0 0 0 4

(
κ
3 − 1

)
Σ̃− 4Σ+ 0

0 0 2Σ+ + 2 0 2Σ̃
0 0 0 4 + 4Σ+ 0
0 0 6 0 2 + 2Σ+

 .

Note that this coincides with the linearised evolution of a non-stiff fluid in Kasner points, given
in [Rad16, App A.1], when setting γ = 2.

As there appear to be typos in the eigenvalues in [HW93, Sect. 4.4], we give here the corrected
eigenvalues and state the corresponding eigenvectors.

• The eigenvalue 0 is a double eigenvalue, with a two-dimensional eigenspace tangential to
the Jacobs set J spanned by

(1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0) and (0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0).

• The eigenspace to eigenvalue 2(1 + Σ+ +
√

3Σ̃) lies in the ∆N+-plane and is spanned by(
0 , 0 , +1

3

√
3Σ̃ , 0 , 1

)
.

• The eigenspace to eigenvalue 2(1 + Σ+ −
√

3Σ̃) lies in the ∆N+-plane and is spanned by(
0 , 0 , −1

3

√
3Σ̃ , 0 , 1

)
.

• The eigenspace to eigenvalue 4(1 + Σ+) is spanned by((
κ

6 −
1
2

)
Σ+ + κ

6 , −Σ+ +
(κ

3 − 1
)

Σ̃ , 0 , Σ+ + 1 , 0
)
.

Appendix B. The evolution equations for perfect fluid orthogonal Bianchi
class B models

The setting which we discuss in this paper is a special case of a perfect fluid orthogonal Bianchi
class B solution. Expansion-normalised variables for the general setting have been introduced
in [HW93] and their asymptotic behaviour towards the initial singularity is discussed in [Rad16].
In addition to the Bianchi parameter κ which determines the Bianchi type, a parameter γ ∈ [0, 2]
is given which specifies the perfect fluid. Compared to the evolution equations (3)–(9) which we
have given in the introduction, the following two relations differ in the general perfect fluid case,
being the only ones which include this parameter γ: The decelaration parameter satisfies

q = 3
2(2− γ)

(
Σ2

+ + Σ̃
)

+ 1
2(3γ − 2)

(
1− Ã− Ñ

)
,

and the density parameter Ω evolves according to

Ω′ = (2q − (3γ − 2))Ω.
Restricting to the case of a stiff fluid is achieved by setting γ to the extremal value 2 and
assuming Ω > 0 in the general set of evolution equations, see for example [Rad16, (5)–(11)].
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